
MERAKI BALKAN ORKESTAR

Musical entertainment and celebrated operatic arias. A breath that becomes

music, like a flight into vibrant space! The repertoire of this trio is light and fun,

drawing from the classics of Mozart to the operas of Giuseppe Verdi. The

arrangements draw the listener into a world where expectation, brilliant rhythms,

expansion and passion meet. In this rich musical universe an aria becomes the

very music of the soul, capable of spreading and expanding the horizons of

universal breath and expressive modernity!

Balkan & Klezmer music

TEA FOR THREE
Swing Band

PERDIFIATO WIND TRIO
Classical music

THE OCCASIONALS
Folk Rock Band

The recording début of the Tuscan band Tea For Three came in 2019 in the

catalogue of the prestigious Sanremo label Mellophonium Multimedia. Their style

and repertoire is a fusion between the sounds of swing and jazz songs from Italy

and America and the members of the band are extremely proficient and

experienced. “Col sole in fronte" is an imaginary journey through Italian songs and

songs from abroad that leave the listener pleasantly suspended between the

ancient & the modern. Find out more on:  www.teaforthreemusica.com

The Meraki Balkan Orchestra let’s you taste the sparkling melodies that you hear

along the route from Istanbul to Berlin. Listening to ancient songs ,jealously

preserved in places as diverse as the remote villages in the Balkan mountains or

the Islands of the Aegean Sea. In your imagination you will be transported to

dancing at a far away wedding in Serbia, a Bar Mizvah in the Ashkenaz Valley or a

forgotten ritual in the wilds of Cappodocia. Into a world that speaks of love lost

and regained, invaders and invading, passing summers and moonlight… We are

waiting to dance with you at our opening concert of the season! 

5 July 2022 at 7 pm

 12 July 2022 at 7 pm

Elena Guarducci - vocals, drum, percussion & arrangement 
Stefano Montagnani - gypsy jazz,semi acoustic and classical

guitar 
Mirco Capecchi - double bass

 Alberto Mannatrizio - wind instruments

Orlando Cialli - alto sax & clarinet
Giorgio Gadotti - alto sax & soprano sax

Lorenzo Mocellin - trumpet
Francesco della Pelle - baritone horn

Tommaso Curró - accordion
Simone Meoni - double bass
Andrea Anifantakis - drums

Tito Ciccarese - flute

Antonio Di Vittorio - clarinet

Vincenzo Felicioni - bassoon

19 July 2022 at 7 pm

 26 July 2022 at 7 pm

Domenico Petrilli - voice & frontman
Marco Bonelli - electric guitar

Matteo Cannazza - electric bass 
Niccolò Maggi - drum

Biagio Mazzafera - trumpet 
Andrea Frosolini - violin

Mario Tortoriello - acoustic guitar & vocals

The Occasionals are recent winners of the 33rd Sanremo Rock Festival and overall

winners of the ‘trend’ category and the Assomusica prize for the best live

performance. The band is based in Siena and was formed ‘off site’ in 2011 by a

group of university students. Seven young, talented musicians with a fresh

energetic project to combine Italian singer-songwriters with genres ranging from

folk rock to ska and reggae.

In the live performance all the characteristics of the band emerge. The lyrics are

never dull or banal, the spirit is easy going and ironic and has the capacity to lead

the audience beautifully between the choral refrains, the instrumental riffs and the

unbridled solos of the trumpet and violin.

Follow them on Facebook or check their YouTube channel!

https://www.fanfaradisiena.com/
https://www.facebook.com/inthecloudtrio/
http://www.chigiana.it/
https://teaforthreemusica.com/
https://m.facebook.com/FinoAllUltimoSorsoDiRum/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBtryQWXj5SAUtutlhoEyOQ


This international quartet is a group of passionate musicians, playing anything that

has rhythm and vigour: jazz, pop, blues, bossa nova and original numbers. They

constantly change sounds and images in an incredible journey across the world of

music. To learn more about the TakeFour click HERE!

TAKE FOUR PLUS
Jazz

RADICI...LE MIE!
Neapolitan & Sicilian

Music

MARIACHI EL MAGNIFICO DE FLORENCIA
Mexican music

In 2017 the mezzo soprano Beatriz Oyarzabal Pinan,a Mexican from Baja in

California but a Florentine by adoption for more than 10 years, decided to bring

the rich and colourful atmosphere of Mariachi music to Florence and Tuscany by

forming the Mariachingon Group. This became more noble and Florentine in

‘Mariachi el Magnifico de Florencia’ which at one and the same time pays homage

both to Mexico and to one of the most important characters of the Florentine

renaissance. Today the group has 5 members and a repertoire of Mariachi music,

often arranged specifically for the group by Guido Menestrina, which covers a

century and a half of Mexican music from the end of the 19th century to the

present day.

MESCARÌA
Songs, sounds and traditional dance from 

 Southern Italy & the Balkan Peninsula

W W W . C H I A N T I S C U L P T U R E P A R K . I T  

C O N T A C T S :  + 3 9  0 5 7 7  3 5 7  1 5 1  -  I N F O @ C H I A N T I S C U L P T U R E P A R K . I T

2 August 2022 at 7 pm 

23 August 2022 at 7 pm

 9 August 2022 at 7 pm

30 August 2022 at 7 pm

Claudia Perez - vocals & vihuelas
Martina Miscioscia - violin

Jonathan Chianucci - trumpet
Guido Menestrina - guitarron

Beatriz Oyarzabal Pinan - founder, vocals &
vihuelas

Arianna Romanella - vocals
Elena Mirandola - violin

Modestino Musico - accordion
Gabriele Pozzolini - percussion & drums

Nadia De Sanctis - voice
Serena Rinaldi -guitar 

Marta Marini - guitar & mandolin 
Maria Cristina Gambi - percussion & flute

Nick Norton-Smith - saxophones, flute
Thomas Hebert - guitar        

Jörg Scharff - clarinet, saxophones, flute
Don Hein - contrabass

Mescarìa is a fusion of the words “mmesca” meaning to mix and “aria” meaning air,

which in the musical world identifies a style of singing characterised by the

progression of a chant, typical in all the traditions of southern Italy, and know as “ a

song in the air”. It is a new project from three members of the Baro Drom Orkestar,

one of the most important bands in European world music and guests last year on

stage at The Park, and Adrianna Romanella, a young singer from Basilicata. It

crosses the soul of the south passing through Campania and Puglia to Basilicata. A

long musical road that from its roots in the south of Europe flies around the world

in the sounds of the Mediterranean, in songs in the Romanè language and the

urban tarantella.  Find out more about Mescarìa HERE.

Nadia De Sanctis, who has a Neapolitan Father and a Sicilian Mother, takes us

back to her own roots through classic Neapolitan songs and, for the second time

in the amphitheatre at the park, Sicilian songs. A journey “a luna ammezzu u mari”

(tr: by the moon in the midst of the sea) to “U pisci spada” (tr: the sword fish)

accompanied by Serena Rinaldi & Marta Marini on guitar and mandolin and by the

transverse flute of Maria Cristina Gambi.

Parco Sculture del Chianti, 53019 Pievasciata (Si) 
 

SOLO CONCERTO € 10,00 - ridotto € 7,50 (sotto i 16 anni)
 PARCO + CONCERTO (ultimo ingresso ore 18:00) € 15,00 - ridotto € 10,00

 Ingresso libero: 0-4 anni / NON è necessaria la prenotazione

http://www.takefour.info/
http://www.alessandro-pegoraro.it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6KgRFs0zZXs&list=PLp6mk4IeWdIBJgULc_kiTXgIlqcFTpw1w
https://www.laserpedoro.it/
https://www.facebook.com/princesaquintet/
https://chiantisculpturepark.it/
http://mescaria.blogspot.com/

